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Man and Nature have a timeless connection.
lt is the SOURCE of inspiration for everything we do.
SOURCE founder

ln search of the Source we are committed to...
•

Satisfy the genuine needs of people who inhabit the outdoors.

•

Bring original, functional, long-lasting gear to the market place.

•

lncorporate human values in all aspects of our business.

•

Encourage ourselves to identify with our collective goals and shared responsibility.

•

Liberate our working environment by excluding all forms of prejudice.

•

Embrace human relations as an extended family within our company.

•

Advance towards the goal of environmental sustainability.

•

lnitiate social change that makes unity and equality a common practice.

•

Make curiosity, joy, respect, passion and caring, part of our daily lives.

Storm Valve™
Features a 360 degree cylindrical
valve with soft bite which eliminates
the need for a specifie mouth
orientation. The retreat spring
sealing mechanism is leak proof
even under pressure.

Angled free flow valve design.
5ealing mechanism locks shut
with a simple twist (Ideal for
extremely cold weather). 5ecure
lock for storage.
50-2112100300

50-2502200200

Helix Tube kit

Weave Covered Tube kit

Compatible with all

lnsulated

Source hydration
systems, includes Helix

Keeps liquid cool and bacteria-free
from the first to the last sip, includes

UV-Black woven caver.

valve, Dirt Shield and

valves,

male quick-connect.

quick-connect.
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50-2501600000

50-2501500000 Helix valve

Magnetic Clip

smart and simple magnetic
tube holder clip, easily
attachable to shirt or shoulder
strap, allowing complete ease
of use.

A

50-2510600000
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F or c ean1ng your

x tube of any residue.
50-2120100000

Shield

and

male

Winter Tube kit
Turns a standard hydration
system into a winter system
by replacing the tube with a
special insulated tube and a
Storm ValveTM.
50-2501200000- Black

Widepacr

Our state of the art original Widepac, with a
wide opening that makes filling and drying of
the reservoir easier than any other.

50-2050220215

1.5L/50oz

50-2050220202

2L/70oz

WLP™

Unique Law Profile design allows more space for your cargo.
The eut out center prevents ballooning of the reservoir and
helps it retain its shape even in extreme conditions.

Our WXP is now Law Profile!
With a new baffle walL this reservoir keeps it's
shape when filled, for a smoother fit inside the
pack.

50-2050880102

2L/70oz

50-2050590202

2L/70oz

50-2050880103

3L/l OOoz

50-2050590203

3L/l OOoz

X fit system
lntegrated
law profile
hydration
system
Light
Weight
::=> LJf"'J=

Dune 1 weighs only 375g!

Cames with 1.5L WLP

Fits perfectly to the nat ur al movement of your body. A professional
law profile hydration pack for trail running and endurance with the
unique 'X-fit' system enwrapping the body and the innovative 'No
Flap Straps' adjusting system to avoid loose ends.
50-2050221015 1.5L- Orange

1 Blue

VIM
A slim and ergonomie design, this is the bag you need to

Source's hydration packs provide professional and functional

carry your water. Side nets and a zippered compartment

carriers for your hydration system which incorportate high

make room for essentials the small things.

performance and practical use.

2L 1 70oz

A variety of hydration packs for a variety of active people.

50-2051426402 - Dark Blue
50-2051426502 - Orange

1 Green

1 Yellow

Pulse

A front detachable pouch allows more
cargo if needed. When connected to pack
it provides additional space for carrying a
helmet or jacket.

50-2051526402 - Dark Blue

1 Green

1 Yellow

3L 1 100oz
50-2051526403 - Dark Blue
50-2051526503 - Orange

for those long rides. The front pouch
includes organizers for tools and snacks.

2L 1 70oz
50-2051526502 - Orange

Race

Expandable volume makes plenty of room

1 Green

1 Yellow

Whistler

The ultimate freeride hydration pack!
Lightweight, clean design, incorporating
Source's latest pack and hydration technology.

15L Cargo

Designed by pro riders for pure freeride

3L Hydration 1 1OOoz

sessions! Extra long straps for securing the

1 Green
1 Yellow

50-2051626403 - Dark Blue

helmet and pads when not in use.

50-2051626503 - Orange

20LCargo
3L Hydration 1 1OOoz
50-2051326403
50-2051326503 -

Rain
Caver

Blue 1 Green included
Orange 1 Yellow

Dark

Spresh offers a new take on the personal squeezable water bottle. With

it's colorful design it will certainly add FUN to your water and keep you
hydrated wherever your adventures lead you.
U.S. Patent

(BPA1
�
DRINK
MORE
WATER

SPRESH is made of a unique mate rial, odorless and taste free. lt's 100%
recyclable, totally BPA and phthalates free, the ultimate ecofriendly
alternative to disposable bottles.

UNIQUE PUMP MAKES DRINKING EASY!
KEEPS YOU HYDRATED ALL DAY LONG!

Spresh Shipper

The 5presh shipper, a high return display, is smart and easy to assemble. Each shipper unit contains a dozen
5presh bottles of a single co lor. lt provides a modular solution for various points of purchase with a floor space of
only 20X30 cm.

Color

5hipper

5mooth Blue ..................................................... 50-2070 100862
Grass Green ..................................................... 50-2070 100864
Fresh Orange ..................................................... 50-2070 100865
5hocking Pink .................................................... 50-2070 100866
Assorted ................................................................ 50-2070 100867

*

Every four shippers come with a base and header unit.
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HEAD OFFICE

827 Industriel Boulevard, Suite 200, Bois-des-Fi lion, Quebec, J6Z 4T3
Telephone: 514-850-5585 1 Toll Free: 877-850-5595 1 Fax: 450-624-9875

